The top 10 classroom practices for Renaissance Accelerated Reader™
Get started

1. Understand Accelerated Reader™, Star Reading™ and Star Early Literacy™
   Know what software you have and how it works. Be familiar with Renaissance Star Assessments, and know how often and when to use them with students. Understand the different types of AR quizzes available (Reading Practice, Recorded Voice, Vocabulary Practice and Literacy Skills) and the key concepts related to Points, Book Level and Interest Level. Each programme contains its own reports: ensure you know what they display and how to access them.

2. Find the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)
   Use a Renaissance Star Reading assessment and your professional judgement to identify the level of reading that is appropriate for each student. Allow each student to start at the beginning of their ZPD but also to read throughout their range. Make sure to monitor closely and make adjustments based on student performance on Reading Practice quizzes. Screen all students at least once per term to ensure the ZPD is accurate for the ability of the student at all times but you can test more frequently for those students in need of intervention or progress monitoring. Plan ahead for your termly testing and set Star screening dates in the software.

3. Schedule time for reading practice
   Make guided independent reading time a priority. Research shows that students need a minimum 20 to 35 minutes of scheduled reading practice time per day to accelerate reading growth. Ensure students have access to computers within scheduled reading time for those who are ready to take their quizzes.

4. Use the Student Reading Log
   Have your students be responsible for keeping a record of their reading practice. Reading Logs examples can be found and printed directly from your Renaissance Place™ (RP) site in the AR resources section. These should be kept and filled in by students, and monitored closely by teachers during daily reading time.

Establish routines and monitor progress
5. Check the AR quiz results immediately

Use either a reading log or the TOPS report for recording immediate feedback after each quiz taken. This will ensure close monitoring of student performance and that feedback or guidance can be given easily if needed. If using the TOPS report, consider printing them and letting the students take them home so parents can see how their child is doing. Students should be aiming for the target average of 85% on quizzes taken for success with AR.

6. Take the Status of the Class regularly

Meet with students regularly to monitor their progress, ideally during daily reading time, to help guide book selection and reinforce achievement. At the beginning of each week, highlight the students to speak to using the Diagnostic Report or Reading Dashboard and have brief conversations during the course of that week to see how they are doing and whether they need any instruction. You can find a short video introducing Status of the Class on our website: renlearn.co.uk/video-tutorials

7. Review the AR Diagnostic Report and Reading Dashboard regularly

Use the summative reading practice data from this report or the dashboard to plan instruction and intervention for each class. Review this at least once per week and look for any diagnostic codes or issues which alert you to students who may be having trouble. You can then analyse a struggling student’s reading history in more detail using his or her reading log, the Student Record Report or within the AR Record Books for the student. Consider adding and using characteristics in order to filter reports and focus on specific reporting groups.
Diagnose problems, set targets and motivate students

8. Intervene promptly to ensure successful reading

Be alert to any problems and act on them immediately. Teach and reinforce comprehension strategies if required. Consider adjusting the level or length of the books a student is reading if they are struggling, and provide other kinds of support such as a reading buddy, peer tutor or Duolog reading strategy.

9. Set student reading targets

Motivate students and personalise their reading practice by setting personalised termly targets for their Average Percentage Correct, Points and Book Level. Generate targets in the software so that you, your students and their parents can keep track of your expectations and their progress towards them at any time.

10. Create a system of motivators

Make success visible with class and school displays that acknowledge achievement of individual or group targets, such as total number of words read or students who achieve high percentages in their quizzes. Consider other incentives and reward ceremonies for those who excel in their reading. Read books aloud and promote discussion to introduce students to the joys of reading different types of literature. See “Top 10 tips to motivate students to read” for more information, available for download from renlearn.co.uk/training-literature

Share your stories of success

We love hearing your stories of success with Accelerated Reader (AR). Even if you have just completed the training process or started START testing, we welcome your comments and quotes (from you and your students), which will appear throughout our literature and the pages of our website*. More detailed stories of success make great articles for our Newsletters –and for every story you submit we will send you a certificate to mark your success. You can read success stories from other schools on our website: renlearn.co.uk/success-stories

Any time you have something to share, simply email us at: success@renlearn.co.uk

Renaissance Certification

Renaissance Certification guides successful implementation of Renaissance products at classroom and school levels.

Classes, schools and Project Managers can certify for Master status, acknowledging their success in implementing Renaissance Accelerated Reader or Renaissance Accelerated Maths effectively using proven best practices.

Learn more and apply for Renaissance Certification at: renlearn.co.uk/certification
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*You will be given final approval of any testimonial or information you supply to us before it appears on Renaissance website or any printed materials.